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AUTHORS’ DISCLAIMER: This article of ours is targeted at small to medium 

level dental practitioners and especially new practitioners who deal in a limited 

level OPD and have small to medium sized premises, more so in Tier II, III and 

IV centers. No offence or disrespect, whatsoever is intended to those who are 

having big spacious interiors, jam packed OPD’s and big numbers (financial) 

associated with their name. We would like to re-iterate here that the 

distinguishing factor is the number of patients and size of practice and not the 

skill set of any individual which can be highly inequitable. The only reason for 

dishing out this disclaimer is that highly successful running dental clinics 

won’t find the content of the article identifiable and suitable for adaptation in 

their enormous practices, but, if willing to, can read on and send your 

feedback at email id, drbhavdeep@gmail.com or Call/Whatsapp at 98761-

93039. 
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SHORT COMMUNICATION 

INTRODUCTION 

We all believe (at least, most of us) that dentistry is doomed and there is no 

scope for the same in India now since too many colleges meaning too many 

graduates (competition) have made life hell for private practitioners causing 

mushrooming of clinics in one area much more than the requisite “Dentist: 

Population” ratio. The pertinent point to mention here is that we still have an 

inadequate imbalance in Dentist:Population ratio, realistically speaking. 1/4th 

of Indian dentists reside where 3/4th of Indian population lives (rural India) 

whilst 3/4th of Indian dentists are mushroomed where 1/4th of Indian 

population lives (Urban India). Technically both places are mismatched, that is 

why crowding in cities has led to: 

 
1. Unhealthy competition and commercialization  

2. Many of the norms are openly flouted  

3. Violating the code of conduct  

4. Rules randomly bent 

 
We really don’t endorse that fact actually since to balance that aspect, 

awareness in dentistry is reaching newer heights, crossing new realms and 

carving newer horizons, courtesy our own Dr. Google. We are beginning to have 

a greater paradigm shift in our field courtesy newer advances, developments 

and innovations. Even then in urban population, courtesy awareness, there is 

place for everyone to co-exist together. It is more of our mindset that we may 

want to monopolize an area. Just presume for an example in the past, when 

somebody tried to release a bollywood film together with an already announced 

film, the two of them went at loggerheads (even if they were friends together in 

past), such was division of business and insecurity in their minds. With more 

of multiplex culture coming and the Indian market touching now almost 60 

crores even with 80-90% occupancy in a single day, the film makers have 

realized that they can co-exist together especially the medium or small film 
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makers. Yes, unless it is a Salman Khan or an Aamir Khan film, you wouldn't 

want to come together because such an opposition will literally bulldoze the 

small or medium film. The same applies to our field, Dentistry. Many dentists 

can co-exist in an area together without cutting each other's roots and 

maligning each other's image or contradicting each other's view points. We face 

problems only because we are not ready to accept and implement changes in 

sync with changing times. We implement changes in every other sphere of life, 

be it shifting from banking ways (to digital), our gadgets (CRT tubes to LCD, 

now LED’s), Phones from those days of big Nokia 3310 to sleeker smart phones 

(transitioning from B/w to coloured to smart to super smart phones) and many 

more such examples in life but our own clinic. Why we have a problem is 

because we ourselves are willing to continue being ‘stupid’ while our gadgets 

are becoming smarter than us (slowly but steadily). Expecting automated 

things from our gadgets though requires super smartness from us, while we 

are doing just the reverse. We believe strongly in the fact that, however and 

whatever latest gadgets you imply in your practice, but what will always matter 

is the MAN (or WOMAN, no gender bias please) behind the MACHINE. So, we 

always have to be at our best whenever handling smart gadgets and not leave 

everything on the machine to act in an auto-pilot mode, meaning simply, you 

have to really upgrade to handle them. If we can use our latest phones with all 

latest apps without a formal training why not our machines as well where we 

do get a formal training from companies to use them. We, as Indians are 

somehow very resistant to change. We hardly like to move out of our comfort 

zones to bring a positivity associated with any such situations. We rarely like to 

experiment with newer materials even if it means that we save time and money 

in our clinics. We continue to stick on to things or procedures we were doing 

10 years back hoping that the same would bring in more moolah (money). We 

forget that innovation in dentistry is a science and based on some research. R 

& D is continually done to bring some positive changes and profits, however, it 

may not be always successful all the time, but it is definitely worth a try. 
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Change is the unspoken law of nature. It is imminent whether we like or not. It 

has to be done at some stage, whether we do it happily or is thrust upon us, 

just for e.g. at one point of time, people liked to get POP done in their rooms in 

corners as moulding or cornish as they called it, but now you have to have get 

a down ceiling or false ceiling as it is called, whether you like it or not, because 

there is no option of moulding or cornish being done. Similarly, during a civil 

construction, wooden planks were used for roof lenterrs but now they have 

been replaced by steel plates (which are accidental and dastardly in nature). 

However hard you may try, you won't get wooden planks for same now in 

today's times.  

So, why not apply the desired change in Dentistry? 

Why do we try to keep sticking to dentistry taught in pre-2005 era in colleges 

(for those who passed out before that)?  

Dentistry has changed by leaps and bounds and we have to understand to 

come at par with it. I remember a famous line by Rahul Dravid (The Wall) who 

was once considered unfit for playing ODI's because of his test match nature of 

batting. He later was as successful in ODI's as test matches and even some 

part and period of T20's as well. The question he was asked was what did he 

change in his game to be better suited to ODI or fast paced cricket. He replied 

in negative and said, he didn't do any adjustment in his game, he just did some 

adjustment in his mental attitude and his game became suited for ODI cricket. 

So for us also, the first change and adjustment is needed in the TOP Floor of 

the body – our brain. 

 

REVIEW 

Effectiveness in our dental practice is based on certain principles, which when 

followed can bring good long-term results. Over a period, it brings about 

empowering a paradigm shift in the mindset of an individual that helps to 

maximize opportunities, solve problems effectively and learn and grow 

continuously from our own perceptions and actions.  
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Here let us understand using Aesop's fable of the Goose and the golden eggs! 

How can we increase the effectiveness in our dental practice?  

‘Kyunki Jo Dikhta Hai Vahi bikta hai’ 

Here ‘Dikhta Hai’ doesn’t mean showing off to the world.  

It means to show the world how effectively we can take steps for the welfare of 

one another.  So, using a fable of the Goose and the golden eggs, where a poor 

farmer discovered glittering Golden Eggs in the nest of his pet the Goose, was 

not able to believe his good fortune. Kill the Goose, in order to get all the eggs 

at once and also kills the way to get the golden eggs on daily basis. If we do a 

comparison, we will see most of us give importance only to the Golden Eggs 

that is the number of patients (aka customers).  

Customer is God!!  

We easily forget about the Goose that is producing those assets. In our clinic 

life, these producing assets are physical, financial and human.  

 

1. Physical assets: First and foremost starts with our own physical health 

followed by maintaining and preserving the smallest asset of our dental 

clinic like the smallest working instrument to the entire clinic setup.  

2. Financial assets: Time to time upgrading our dental clinic with new 

technology is always important because updating oneself is most 

important in our own capacity to earn. If we don't invest in improving 

ourselves then we keep ourselves locked into the present situation. Some 

people do invest in knowledge but they are fearful to apply it. We always 

work on upgrading our clinic space and dental equipments and we forget 

our own self.  

3. Human assets: Good teamwork counts which starts from word of the 

mouth or any ways of advertisement that the patient has read to call our 

clinic which is received by our receptionist and then patient entering our 

clinic, our assistants’ attitude and behaviour towards the patient and the 

way we approach our patients. If we have tightened the bond well at every 
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step, patient never leaves us. Human asset is the most important as 

people control physical assets.  

 

Hence, we need to balance it out as goose as well as the Golden Eggs both are 

important for an effective practice. There are many further ways and means 

which can help us increase the efficiency and thereby, productivity in our clinic 

and gather more money over the counter. We shall be mentioning a few of them 

below: 

 

1. Enhancing communication skills – between Dentist Patient and Dentist 

Staff – One of the biggest changes which increase productivity: Most of the 

times, we presume things for granted which do cause a loss of revenue. 

Always talk and talk a lot. To patients, there has to be endless 

communication, be it means repeating the stuff sometimes. With staff, it 

has to be in a way to nurture like a small plant to become a tree. We have 

to be very particular about post operative instructions which you should 

only give to the patient and make sure you repeat the same as well. 

Manyatimes these factors play a very important role when any MLC arises 

as lack of any proper instructions has been cited as one of the biggest 

causes of a MLC in many cases. Your patient needs more of a mental 

security than physical one that you are there to handle him in case any 

problem arises plus it underlines the need for the patient also to maintain 

post operative instructions after the procedures to not face any problem 

actually. Escaping the problem is always a priority for any one but if made 

very clear that even after doing the best procedure (50% part by dentist) 

and the remaining 50% lies in patient's hands to stay away from problem, 

every patient would pay a proper heed to the same and for all this you 

need to be really communicate the same to the patient. Unless you pay 

some time to each patient, that patient is not likely to feel special which is 

one of the important keys to repeat visits and referrals by your existing 
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patients. As for staff, it is wise to clearly demarcate the responsibilities and 

schedule and approach the same in a planned and an organized manner. 

Important task delegation is best when done to a responsible staff member 

and if you feel he is not competent enough for that task, please do not 

delegate or else you will spend the whole day cribbing and spoiling your 

mood for even your 80 category patients which is a business loss. You 

should have the knack to identify the caliber of each individual. If not up 

to the mark, you have got to indulge in on-job training making sure you 

never ever lose a cool on your staff in front of your patient. Everybody has 

an ego, be it small or big, and it does get hurt. So, prefer to do all the 

verbal bashing (&^%$#*&^) in the closed walls between you two and never 

in front of another staff member also (if you have two). Be vocal and 

explanatory with your staff, can offer them incentives for efficiency and 

unless this is communicated (incentive), don't expect others to dream 

about it.  

 

2. Reducing waiting time – a big practice builder and stress buster – plan and 

you can always work more with better output. Reduced waiting time can 

be one of the biggest practice builders especially if we work on 

appointment system of working and most patients, be it old or referral 

come via calling to you. It can help us plan, manage and organize things in 

a better manner. There can be no bigger advantage than not wasting 

someone's time and believe me or not, it will give you lots of patients (of 

course, primary dentistry skills are irreplaceable). In today’s times, when 

every colony in every corner of India is witnessing so many dentists per sq. 

km of area and people are spoilt for choices and if some patients come 

from far to you (even when they have so many reputed options in their 

area) just because of this single big reason, feel proud in that. This is like 

an epidemic and it travels faster than the speed of super sonic. Especially 

when dentists are known to take long for a single sitting for any patient. 
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Setting up the system will require three things – a lot of patience from you, 

cooperation from your patients and knowing your abilities to finish a task 

in a given amount of time. Only then you can take advantage of this asset. 

Planning and organizing your appointments in waiting does also help you 

to focus more on the 20% that matters (Pareto principle). 

 

3. Effective appointment system – Always schedule according to Pareto 80-20 

principle. It helps to focus on the vital patients in peak time and that too 

when you are freshest. As detailed in point 2 as well, it is the 20% that 

really matters as that is paying you 80% income. The more focussed you 

are on your tasks of planning and organizing, the richer dividends you are 

likely to reap on the same. Your best part of the day should be spent on 

this category of patients even if it means losing out on non trivial ones like 

an extraction. The more you learn to identify potential revenue generator 

patients of your clinic, the more you will be able to concentrate on this 

aspect of scheduling according to 80-20. We will only say, the sooner you 

learn; the better it is for you and your business (of dentistry). 

 

4. Patient education and awareness – creating the need is always the first 

step to gain more. Underlines the importance of consultation, be it the first 

one or later ones. The more you spend time in communicating with the 

patient when you may take turns to speak whilst in clinic – you knowing 

the patient's psyche and mentality along with identifying his needs and 

wants and the patient judging you from your words, your staff, clinic decor 

and according to options given(remember he comes armed with Google). So 

the treatment option you give should be authentic, genuine and verifiable. 

This is the first step to identify along with first consultation, along with of 

course setting the stage for consent signing and making sure to be on a 

firm ground. This is also the stage where you note down all other problems 

patient has in the oral cavity (but do not convey the same immediately, 
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unless the patient asks for it). Focus on the chief complaint primarily and 

once the same is over or about to be over in next or may be any further 

sitting, the patient is visibly over the same discomfort of chief complaint, 

pick out the awareness cards from the closet and lay down the buffet 

menu for the same. Don't push but pull; do the information and education 

part, give knowledge about options and let the patient take the final call, 

now or when? Never ever persuade to get it then and there only. Once you 

create the need with all pros and cons, patient himself will decide the 

same when to do so or not to do so. This serves like a feedback as well 

(indirectly some times) provided we are willing to read between the lines or 

see between the answer given by the patient. 

 

5. Digital records – believe us or not they are a big tool in increasing profits 

and decreasing headache in your life. Digital record keeping has so many 

advantages like: 

a. Helps you monitor patient treatment records 

b. Patient behaviour 

c. Patient paying pattern via any special notes added 

d. Shade sync with old details mentioned 

e. Patient medical history 

f. Any special comments associated with same and all of the above 

openable at the click of a mouse.  

 

Otherwise speaking, if a patient knows that you are keeping all his 

records, patients will value this aspect a lot. This is one another aspect 

along with waiting time which has given us maximum number of repeat  

visits and referrals (of course, as we said earlier, the primary skill can't be 

ruled out as a prime factor).  
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6. Manage your staff efficiently – they are the backbone, delegate effectively 

and you can rest be assured about a better output. Find out ways to 

nurture your staff, retain them (if you really feel they are your back bone). 

Some times in situations of an inflated ego, we say Tu Nahin toh koi aur 

sahi (if not you, I will find so many replacements). Some times this line is 

an overstatement in itself. How to know they are your back bone is one 

simple way, give them an unexpected leave for a day when you have 

medium number of OPD (neither too light nor too heavy), see what all 

tasks you have to accomplish in their absence, can really tell you their 

true value. There are quite a few tasks which you can't really do yourself 

and for that you need your staff especially if you have a medium to big set 

up. 

 

7. Increase gadgets that can help you ergonomically to increase your output 

and decrease your mistakes – like loupes, Apex locator, Microscope (all 

finance permitting). Being comfortable while working is on of the biggest 

assets in itself which can give you long continued hours towards your 

profession undeterred by any health issues. Our profession is a health 

wise very demanding profession taking a heavy toll on our neck and back. 

An ergonomic way of working – suiting your body is one of the quick fixes 

in itself before the damage happens eventually. To have a long life in the 

profession, we have to make sure that we do short-list stuff which 

increases our productivity in the longer run. It can be a Dentist's stool, 

Loupes, Microscope or something similar. This tool (ergonomic) has to be 

at the top of the priority list whenever we thing of any upgradation. There 

are many colleagues of us who have a bumper OPD and work tirelessly 

long hours at stretch. This point is particularly very important for them. 

 

8. Solve patient complaints in a jiffy – Attending your complaint patients on 

priority will help you solve the jigsaw puzzle of patient satisfaction. Again a 
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very solid practice builder showing all your patients that you care, have 

empathy and strong human values. As we have said earlier, we always 

believe in another aspect that there is a more curse in a suffering (our 

treated) patient than a blessing by a cured patient (philosophical, it may 

sound, but we strongly believe it). This carries productivity value as well. 

The number of satisfied patients you have, it rubs on your confidence and 

has an infectious role in dealing more efficaciously with all your patients 

with renewed vigour and zeal. More satisfied patients means more referrals 

and hence, more revenue. It is a chain process or rather a chain reaction 

triggered by a few vital factors along with a couple of trivial ones as well, 

plays a big role in working in this aspect. 

 

9. Keep your staff happy – a regular increment, yearly bonus, cash incentives 

in case of clinic earning 3X 4X of the normal, all come handy in increasing 

your output. You can find innovative ways to continue to do so and make 

them happy if they are really contributing a lot to your monthly revenue 

and hence, be successfully on path to glory. You can reward for them 

being extra careful attitude in handling, saving electricity and other 

consumables as well. Keeping them happy is very important as we 

mentioned earlier also, the staff's first encounter is with the patient 

especially in your absence and the same effect spreads or rubs on you as 

well particularly if the staff is jaded or dull faced, in other words, happy or 

satisfied. There have been many experiences published by European and 

Canadian dentists, where they have directly established a correlation 

between their repeat visits/referrals with staff behaviour. So, there is 

documentary evidence also supporting the same and there should be no 

reason, why we shouldn't endorse such aspects with full aplomb. 

 

10. Enjoy your work – a bored individual can never give a better output, if you 

enjoy your work, you will surely create avenues for revenue (genuinely, 
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though). This is the best part and as we said above, the whole process is a 

chain reaction. When you love and enjoy your work, you do it with an 

overzealous attitude looking at the minute details and overcoming even 

smallest mistakes perfectly. On the flip side, doing it routinely or in a 

mundane fashion does throw in a bit of callous attitude to just work like 

machine (although not so perfectly, may be with hiccups) and also it does 

not take care of all mistakes which can inadvertently creep in when you 

work like a robot from 9 am to 8 pm or whatever your time frame is in 

your clinic. Remember the famous dialogues from 3 Idiots: ‘Jis kaam mein 

mazaa aaye, usei apna Profession banao, phir kaam, kaam nahin khel 

lagega’. Now we don't have a choice to change our profession (if you have, 

go and leave dentistry), but if not, do it lovingly. A synopsis from a famous 

book ‘Your Soul at Work’ says: ‘We blindly assess our personal value and 

career options on the material measurements of what we can earn or 

produce, rather than who we are and who we are becoming. Self-

fulfillment will always and rightfully be a high priority in life and career 

planning. A vocation or calling is an opportunity to do something that we 

were uniquely created to do, something that has meaning beyond the self’. 

There was a news recently about a girl who got 94% marks in the board 

exam and committed suicide when her parents insisted that she take up 

science. Manyatimes passion or deep interest is a trial and error process 

by working in real life, for which the education system can’t alone or 

always be faulted. We have gotten across the line and are pursuing 

dentistry, so why not with full enthusiasm. Dr Brian A Schwartz, a talent 

Management company honcho said once: ‘It is a mistake to think of the 

search for work fulfillment as a simple affliction of wealth. For one thing, 

the phenomenon is global and not restricted to the most affluent countries 

or the wealthy classes. When I sit down with clients, we focus on five 

essential building blocks: work type and temperament, work personality, 

occupational and related content interests, work-related values and, most 
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centrally, ‘skills DNA’, which is the configuration of the person’s skills they 

most passionately want to use in their work’. Studies have shown that it is 

possible to be very successful by following one’s passion and it is good for 

us to make dentistry one of those. The 3 idiots motto was simple *Chase 

excellence and success will follow* (Bachcha kabil bano, kabil ... kamyabi 

toh saali jhakk maarke peeche bhagegi). If excellence implies following 

one’s passion, success in terms of personal fulfillment would probably 

ensue but commercial success depends upon a lot many variables in the 

external world, like consumer preferences at any given time, to which 

one’s competencies may or may not be aligned. The movie 3 idiots pointed 

out that since one has to work for a majority of waking hours, one cannot 

afford to make a wrong career decision anyway. In real life, people do not 

have the courage to switch careers because of money, status, title etc. and 

it is the job of career transition coaches to facilitate that. We all are in 

almost that stage of our career where we can't switch our careers now. So 

whilst we are doing it, there should be no option of regret later on in life. 

We don't want any one of us to use this line (for all colleagues) when we 

reach 60/70 years of age ‘Zara si himmat kar lete, Zindagi aur ho sakti 

thi’. So enjoy your work, do it willfully, chase magnificence, success will 

automatically and surely follow. 

Our own perceptions 

We are formed by our own perceptions. Our actions depend on how we perceive 

things around us. How much ever we work on our attitude and behaviour it 

won't matter, all our efforts to change the given situation goes in vain despite of 

all our good words and actions because what we really communicate is 

governed by our own perceptions. If we wish to change any given situation we 

first have to work on changing ourselves which will be effective only when we 

change our perceptions.  
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How do we change our perception then? 

For example, if an employer is not able to do his job properly:  

a. Understand his condition – why he is not able to do respective work as 

required.  

b. Understand his conditioning – the surrounding where he is coming from, 

environment where he was working earlier and job skills acquired there, 

understanding of present job and skills required do his present job.  

 

1. Generally as a dentist we hire people we tell him /show him, his job and 

expect him to excel the next day. Also our own condition and conditioning 

is very important. We are conditioned that our assistants keep on 

changing and this becomes our conditioning.  

Have we really understood ourselves?  

Do we know our weaknesses?  

Have we accepted ourselves?  

Are we working on it?  

Are we ready to change our conditioning?  

Are we progressive minds really?  

Or we simply assume that the way ‘we see the world’ is the way the world 

really is or should be!!!  

 
2. Accept staff the way they are and accept that they are also human and 

prone to mistakes. A common saying goes that one should try to hold on to 

criticism for long, but when he wants to praise someone, he should praise 

immediately. When we have to resort to criticism, always point out the 

mistake and not the person as faulty who has done it and it should be 

done in-person only and not in front of other staff members or even our 

dentist spouse. 

3. Give responsibility to increase the acceptance from both the sides.  

4. Support 
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5. If even after 1-4 above, the staff can’t adjust to the role, change his type of 

the job and not the person. 

 

Conditions and Conditioning 

Paradigm is a distinct set of thought patterns concepts based on some theories, 

standard models or junctions or a frame of reference. It comes from the Greek 

language and is originally a scientific term. A paradigm is a set of ideas or a set 

standard or perspective. It is a way of looking at something. The word paradigm 

comes up a lot in the academic, scientific and business worlds. When we 

change paradigms, we are changing how we think about something. It means 

the way we "see" – not our visual sense of sight but how we perceive, 

understand and interpret. Stephen Covey simplified this by saying that in order 

to understand paradigms, it is better to see them as maps.  

Where he says map is not the territory but only a certain aspect of the territory.  

He gives an example of having a wrong map we use sometimes to reach a 

location!! We may work a lot hard, speed yup the same, with a lot of positive 

attitude bundled in along with well behaved or well groomed behaviors and 

diligent efforts, we will still never reach out destination. Just because we are 

carrying a wrong map, we will be lost.  

Hence, if the fundamental problem is an issue, how well behaved we may be or 

good attitude we may have, we will still end up being frustrated!!  

Maps can be actualities, realities of life or how things should be, the values.  

Our mind gets conditioned every single movement starting from the word 

schooling, education, friends, work, environment, associations and current 

social paradigm – they all make silent impressions in our subconscious mind 

that shapes our paradigm, create frame of references and finally create the 

maps which we call as the values. We see the world, not the way it is but as we 

are or how we are conditioned to see it. Whenever we speak something our 

words describe ourselves, our perceptions and our paradigms. The more we are 

aware of our basic values, assumptions, paradigms and the levels to which it 
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has been influenced by our experience, the more we are ready to take 

responsibility to bring change in ourselves and getting a larger picture of view 

thus, creating a Paradigm shift.  

           Thomas Kuhn was first to introduce the word 'paradigm shift' in his 

book 'The Structure of Scientific Revolution' where he showed scientific 

endeavour that helped to break the traditions old paradigms, old ways of 

thinking. Correct maps or paradigms will help to bring about changes in our 

personal and interpersonal relationship which will become more effective and 

strong.  

 

Let us look at the three commonest ways to solve a challenge: 

 

1. Always face the challenge head on: Take initiative, be proactive and act 

upon. Don't always be acted upon in any situation. If working in a team, 

be smart, sincere, aware and sensitive to others.  

2. Don't cry / don't complain: Challenges can be gruesome but when we 

change our attitude towards it, we become more accepting and 

understanding and automatically we evolve to take the responsibility to 

take an initiative. We need to accept the reality, face it and choose a 

positive response to the challenge. If for example, our assistant is driving 

us crazy and seems to be an annoying personality making us lose our 

temper every now and then that means our emotional life is governed by 

something outside our control. My effectiveness is limited by someone 

else's behaviour!! You are not free, not responsible enough to choose your 

own actions. When you blame outside environment, you feel victimized. 

Take responsibility to bring about change that other than pointing and 

panting.  Understand what's happening via the facts and the realities. If 

we don't change nothing is going to happen. 

3. Transform the situation: What is our response to it? Become a solution 

to a problem. Change the focus from the problem to the solution, look 
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inside. Change attitude, always weigh the consequences against another 

consequences to make a choice and move forward. 

 

CONCLUSION 

A paradigm is a way of organizing and condensing sensory information. In 

understanding our world, we learn about it, but we also learn from it. Like 

learning in general, paradigms help in the study of physical science by helping 

us to organize information and understand our world. Our paradigms also 

affect the way we design, record and interpret our experiments and 

observations, as scientists and as humans. As the old saying goes, ‘You can 

get just as drunk on water as you can on land’. A paradigm is a model of 

understanding consistently free of significant contradictions. It guides our 

expectations and helps us to sort, organize and classify information. It affects 

the way information is processed by the brain and the types of questions we 

ask when trying to understand the world around us incorporating as it does, 

all of the knowledge and experiences we have acquired since birth. We all build 

internal models of our world, which we rely upon to understand it and to 

assure our survival in it. Our brain uses paradigms to classify, sort, and 

process information received by the senses. It is consistently free of significant 

contradictions and even when it isn't, it still works, because we can shift in and 

out of various paradigms, although not always as well as we would like. It 

guides our expectations and helps us to sort, organize and classify information 

that we receive from our five senses. A paradigm may be personal or cultural, 

and we each have many different paradigms for different contexts. Paradigms 

affect the types of questions we ask as individuals and as cultures, when we 

are trying to make sense of the world around us. They incorporate the 

knowledge and experiences we have acquired since birth as we become 

conditioned to our physical, social, and spiritual environment. There is a 

strong attraction among scientists, educators and psychologists to creativity 

and this attraction is supported by theories of creativity, theories of 
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intelligence or education because of current, rapid societal changes, global 

economic reformation and technology development that require creative 

solutions.  
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